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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
December 2, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO HERB KLEIN

FROM: CONSTANCE STUART

Concerning the use of Tricia, David and Julie on television, might I point out the following:

- David is in OCS at Newport, Rhode Island, and receives no time off from the military for TV interviews.

- Julie spends most of her time traveling to and from Newport when she is not in class, but she has been receptive to the idea of interviews and has granted several lately including Family Circle, the Vera Glasser column. Julie recently did a TV and radio spot for Children's Hospital which is running locally. I am sure Julie would be willing to do a certain amount of TV if it fits into her schedule.

- Tricia has not been too receptive to activities since the campaigning. Just today I asked her to do the Today Show next week when it originates in Washington. Both she and her Mother have declined to participate.

cc: Bob Haldeman